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Notice of Conflict of Opinions Between 2' and 4th  Districts 

Dear Honorable Justices: 

On July 7, 2015, the Fourth Appellate District certified for publication the 
case of Donn Martinez v. State of California, Department of Transportation (6-
12-2015) Appeals Court # G048375, Superior Court Case # 30-3011-00483327 
(Martinez). This case contains language which potentially conflicts with Justice 
Turner's comments in denying HELP's Petition in the above referenced case. 

Facts of the Martinez Case: 

Donn Martinez was injured when his motorcycle was flipped by a sub-
standard "curb." As the appellate court wrote: 

A sports utility vehicle might have no problem going over this low 
"B4 curb," but plaintiff alleged a motorcyclist could lose control if 
he or she collided with it, particularly if its presence was unex-
pected because of low visibility. Martinez Slip at 3 
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The Martinez Case involved no issue of Plaintiff Martinez' character. 
Donn Martinez was a Christian minister oriented towards bikers. His 
motorcycle ministry, Set Free, had a gruesome skull face logo wearing a military 
helmet. Among other matters, the court had granted Martinez's attorney's 
motions in limine not to mention of Martinez' "membership in any motorcycle 
club/gang or the stickers/emblems." 

The defense attorney for CalTrans, Ms. Bilotti, felt a strong need to dirty 
up Martinez in order to counteract the favorable impression the jury might have 
due to his being a reverend who ministered to the less fortunate. Despite the 
court's granting Plaintiff counsel's motions in limine to prevent Ms. Bilotti's 
besmirching Plaintiff's Martinez's character, she pursued this trial strategy un-
deterred by the court's orders. 

When the Martinez judge did not permit Attorney Bilotti to publish a 
picture of the motorcycle with its fearsome logo, Attorney Bilotti asked 
Martinez' wife, "At the time of the accident, the motorcycle that your husband 
was riding had a skull picture on it wearing a Nazi helmet; right?" This 
behavior was perhaps the worse Attorney Bilotti exhibited during trial, but one 
needs to read the actual case to see the great extent to which Bilotti went to 
make irrelevant attacks on Martinez's character. 

Martinez Court stated: 

The rule also manifests itself by prohibiting irrelevant ad 
hominem attacks. Thus a defense attorney commits misconduct in 
attempting to besmirch a plaintiff's character. (Pellegrini v. Weiss 
(2008) 165 Cal. App.4th 515, 531; Stone, supra, 106 Cal.App.3d at p. 
335.) Attorneys are not to mount a personal attack on the opposing party 
even by insinuation. (Las Palmas Associates v. Las Palmas Center 
Associates (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1220, 1246.) Martinez, Slip at 9 
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In contrast to the efforts of the judge in Martinez to reign in Attorney 
Bilotti, in this case Judge Torribio adopted Frank Angel's irrelevant statements 
about SaveHywd's attorney being a trouble maker who would "refuse Jesus 
Christ." At that point, Frank Angel went up to the bench to show Judge 
Torribio that Attorney MacNaughton was actually a Jew named Abrams! 
Thereupon, Judge Torribio and Frank Angel held a private sidebar from which 
Judge Torribio excluded SaveHywd's Jewish attorney. 

Months passed before SaveHywd and HELP realized the extent to which 
Judge Torribio had wholeheartedly embraced Frank Angel's religiosity. It was 
not until Judge Torribio's May 18, 2015 Motion to Strike that SaveHywd and 
HELP realized that Judge Torribio was asserting a constitutional right to use 
religious and ethnic bigotry to weigh evidence, to determine witness credi-bility 
and to decide which attorneys to exclude from court proceedings. 

Because Justice Turner expressly found that nothing Judge Torribio had 
done constituted grounds for disqualification, Justice Turner agreed with Judge 
Torribio that lawyers may make personal religious attacks on others and that 
California judges have the constitutional right to discriminate against Jews.' 

Thus, The Martinez Case tramples on Judge Torribio's constitutional right 
to use religious and ethnic bigotry to weigh evidence, to determine witness 
credibility and to decide who may or may not participate in court proceedings. 

One would have expected Justice Turner to recuse himself, if not his entire 
Division, from hearing this case in light of Frank Angel's involving Justice Turner 
in the situation. "MR. ANGEL: And the only reason I'm bringing it up is because he's 
attacked Justice Turner now, he's attacked Justice Goodman. He filed an affidavit 
of prejudice against you." Feb 10, 2015 Transcript: 21:27-22 
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There are some differences between the two cases. 

1. In Martinez, defense attorney Bilotti had the integrity to make her 
nazi innuendos in open court. In IffiLP' s case, after Frank Angel's first warning 
to Judge Torribio that SaveHywd's attorney would "refuse Jesus Christ," Judge 
Torribio and Frank Angel continued their discussion of The Jew in secret. They 
also excluded the court reporter. 2  

2. In Martinez, the trier-of-fact was the jury. Thus, the Appellate 
Court had to weigh the factors set forth in Sabella v. Southern Pac. Co. (1969) 
70 Ca1.2d 311, 320-321, in order to assess whether the misconduct prejudicially 
impacted the jury. Martinez, Slip pp 11-14 

In this case, however, Judge Torribio was the trier-of-fact and we have his 
action and his own subsequent statements and omissions. Upon learning that 
Attorney MacNaughton was in fact a Jew, Attorney MacNaughton was 
forthwith excluded from the sidebar. Foolishly, Attorney MacNaughton, who 
was confused by his exclusion, gave Judge Torribio the benefit of the doubt. 

Months after Attorney MacNaughton did not object to Judge Torribio's 
conducting the February 27, 2015 hearing, Attorney MacNaughton and his 
clients SaveHywd and HELP discovered that Judge Torribio did, in fact, hold 
Attorney MacNaughton's ethnic and religious status against him and his clients. 

On May 14, 2015, Judge Torribio had the opportunity to disavow his prior 
behavior and assure everyone that it had all been a mistake and that Jews and 
other infidels would receive a fair hearing in his courtroom. Surprisingly, Judge 
Torribio made no apology, he offered no excuse, and he provided no assurance 

2SaveHywd's attorney's objections were recorded as he had to virtually shout them 
from the counsel table. 
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that he would be fair and impartial. Rather, he boldly asserted his constitutional 
right to use his ethnic and religious bigotry in weighing evidence, in determin-
ing credibility and in deciding which attorneys could participate in court. 

Thus, there is no need to weigh the Sabella factors to determine whether 
Frank Angel's interjection of his "refuse Jesus Christ" statement was prejudicial. 
When one considers Attorney MacNaughton's unusual name, one understands 
why Frank Angel felt compelled to make certain that Judge Torribio knew that 
there was Jew in the courtroom. 

The Conflict Needs to be Resolved 

HELP contends that Jews should not be subjected to extra restrictions. The 
Supreme Court needs to take HELP' s Petition for Review so that judges in the 
Second District know that ethnic and religious discrimination is unacceptable. 

Very truly yours, 

Richard MacNaughton 
RMN:ra 
ENCL: A copy of Martinez is attached hereto. 
HCP:HCP-I 127-L5 
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